
Please read before going in to see Wanda.

We appreciate visitors. Wanda needs visitors. However, we must maintain as negative free
environment as much as humanly possible. She suffered two strokes; the first on the left side of the
brain affecting the right side of her body. The second hit her frontal lobe which affects emotions,
will, decision making and memory, especially short term memory, but some other as well. In short,
it influences every decision made by all of the brain.

We do not wish to be unduly restrictive, but we have been informed by a specialist that we must
re-educate her frontal lobe as much as possible. In order to do that we must avoid all negatives as
much as possible. One negative impact can destroy all the gain made. We ask you to please read the
following and agree to honor them before you go in to see Wanda. Negativity destroys all progress
and we have to begin all over. We brought her home because we can control this. Her frontal lobe
must be dealt with in order for a physical recovery to take place. Please help us in this respect. We
value friendship and appreciate all concern, but Wanda’s welfare must come first.

A. Visitors must be limited, No more than two adults at a time from local people. Several people
confuse her and tire her quickly. Visitors must be limited to a maximum per day, and possibly
that number may have to be reduced. Please limit the time per visit to ten to fifteen minutes.
(Those who travel a good distance are exempted from this short time) Please call before coming
to see if she will be available for visiting. We have to schedule therapy each day, plus bathing,
clean up as she is still incontinent, and other routine things.

B. Having been critically ill, I know that the presence of another usually reduces the strength of the
very ill person. I have watched Wanda tire very quickly. This lengthens her recovery time.
Standing over one who is very ill, or leaning over closer in a prolonged way may lessen their
strength faster and to a greater degree. I know that the following may seem unduly restrictive to
some of you, but they are necessary for Wanda’s welfare and are not negotiable.

1. No bad news of any sort is to be mentioned inside the house as her hearing is good and she can
hear what is said in the kitchen.

2. No whispering, as that implies to her something is being said about her that she should not be
aware of. That sets off a negative reaction. Talk in a normal tone of voice.

3. No questions of the nature, “Do you think she will fully recover; or the full use of...; or did it
affect this part of her body, or brain, or anything else. In short, no curiosity questions about her
illness. This is a strict NO, NO.

4. No questions of the nature of how long will she be like this, or anything related to that. Time and
or fullness of recovery can not be accurately predicted in recovery. It only raises questions in
Wanda’s mind which remain unanswered.

5. No talking about other stroke victims, or how others recovered, or did not recover, etc. This
could backfire and cause negative thoughts about her recover y, or even cause her to want to just
give up trying. In short say or do nothing which could be used by her in an unfavorable
comparison to herself.

6. No discussion of religious beliefs. She and I discuss these because I know what her intimate
beliefs are and we are compatible. Even prayers can be dangerously worded. Unless you are
specifically asked, we prefer that you do not volunteer to lead one. We do not wish to be
offensive and would be grateful for you to in ordinary circumstances. Please pray for her
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privately, and congregationally, or in groups. We are dealing with her emotional future and we
must take every precaution possible. If you have been praying for her she would appreciate a
simple statement that you have been praying for her. Please do not go into any details of your
prayers for her. Wanda and I have long prayed together and continue to do so.

7. Do not mention politics. They are to emotionally volatile to be brought up in her presence.
8. No idle gossip.
9. Even church news can arouse negative feelings, so please refrain from even that.
10. Do not offer pity. Saying, “I am so sorry,” can trigger out of control crying in her. It has already

happened. Sympathy (I am sorry you are not feeling well) is ok if not pushed to an extreme.
11. Keep all remarks and attitudes bright, cheery, and upbeat.
12. Small talk does not help, and often leads to something said which should not be said in her

presence. Complaining about the weather can even build negative attitudes.
13. Please do not attempt to “instruct her in anything.” If you think she needs to learn anything,

please indicate that to me apart from her presence. Preferably, write it down.

I have dealt with the negative, but have not exhausted it. Please refrain from anything negative, or
which will lead to negative conclusions. What then can be said in your visit.
1. If you know her well enough to know some of her positive and good memories, discuss one with

her. If it was connected to something negative or hurtful, please do not bring it up. Don’t ask her
questions involving death or illness. Mention of her deceased mother has brought strong crying.

2. She loves the Bible and shortly before her stroke had finished reading Isaiah. Favorable mention
of some of the great characters; Abraham, Isaac, Jacob, Joseph, Ruth, David, Moses, etc. would
likely trigger a good response if her memory allows it.

3. She loves the grandchildren and great granddaughter, Harper Louise Pledge.
4. She enjoyed helping me in the spreading of the gospel, and helped grade thousands of Bible

Correspondence Booklets. She helped me give away hundreds of thousands of tracts, CD’S,
videos, books, and booklets. That was a great pleasure in her life. She was a great door opener
for the gospel and for me to teach it. Mention of that always elicits favorable response.

5. She has been a lover of people and we have friends scattered around the world. She may not
remember all their names right now, but will when the memory returns.

6. She loved to worship and delighted in carrying young children to Bible class and teaching them.
7. She took some younger people under her wings and helped them get on their feet. One still lives

in Marianna, AR and told me about Wanda giving her a place to live until she got a job and
became self supporting. She loved doing good to others. These are mentioned only to give you
some beginning point in discussions if you are not well familiar with her life.

8. Remember, keep it positive, cheerful, upbeat, optimistic, and truthful. Absolutely nothing
negative.

Remember: Love, Faith, joy, hope, righteousness and other good characteristics interest and
encourage her. Please help us by cooperating. We are doing all we can do in order to make certain
Wanda has opportunity to recover. We shall be grateful to you for your cooperation in this. We
understand that we have greatly limited the scope of conversation. This is the way it MUST be.
If you see a negative head shake from me while you are talking, please change the subject.
Charles Pledge
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